Domotz PRO
Training Series
Multisite Dashboard
Multisite Support

- List/Map View
- Hamburger Menu
Multisite View

Map View

Agent count
Total number of Domotz Agents being monitored by this account

Agent Filters
Show/hide agents that are: healthy, have issues, or are down

Single Agent
Only one Domotz Agent is running at this location

Hide/Show Map
Show map view or list view of Domotz Agents

Company Logo
Your company logo can be set to appear here

Multiple Agents
More than one Domotz Agent has been detected within this geographical location
Multisite View

Agent List View

Hamburger Menu
Additional features available in this Menu. Little blue ball indicates pending collaboration requests

Agent Filters
Show/hide, agents that are: healthy, have issues, or are down

Collaboration Symbol
Indicates that the agent is being viewed via collaboration

Agent Health Indicator
- Healthy
- Some Important devices down
- Agent is offline

Sort/Search List
Allows you to sort by name or creation date, or search the list

Offline Devices
Number of important devices that are showing as offline

Important Devices
Total number of important devices on this network
Account Overview

Hamburger Menu

Agent Overview
List of agents being monitored by this account

Collaboration Requests
Collaboration requests that have not been accepted

My Domotz Eyes
Number of Domotz Eyes used on this account

Find New Agents
Used to add new agents to the account

Available Credits
Number of Domotz credits available on this account

Expired Agents
Number of activated agents on this account that have expired

Account Alerts
Turn On/Off alerts for this account

Logout
Additional details

Collaboration Requests
Show list of pending collaboration requests

Expired Agents
List of monitored Domotz Agents whose license has expired

Domotz Eyes
Details of how many Domotz Eyes are being used by each agent and which devices have configured eyes